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On the range with Tim Pilbeam

Rigby’s new home
on the Range
Tim Pilbeam attends the launch of West London Shooting School’s Rigby Rifle Range,
featuring a five-lane 100m range with running boar set-up and two-lane 200m range
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p pops an email. The names Rigby, Leica and West
London Shooting School are in the subject box.
Before, I do anything else, I hover over the accept
button and press YES!
Fast forward three weeks, and two hours of my life fighting
the M25 and I appear at the prestigious West London
Shooting School, just 13 miles from the West End. A warm
welcome awaits in the oak-clad reception which must date
back over a century. The bacon butty and coffee soon erases
the memory of my impatience during the drive up from the
coast. Our hosts for the day give a brief overview of the
exciting developments: new 100m and 200m ranges and a
running boar target.
It is not until we all scurry off to the 100m range that I
realise the huge investment required to build the 20m high
backstop and moving target facility. We all stand in the newly
constructed rifle shed, housing five shooting benches, all
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nicely laid out, with plenty of room to allow instructors to sit
down and offer one-to-one tuition.
Mark Newton, MD of John Rigby & Co., introduces
the magnificent rifles lying handsomely on the benches,
followed by Mark Kahn, head of Leica Sports Optics UK, who
shows off their variety of scopes, binoculars and
rangefinders. The smart brass sign on the entrance to the
building proudly states that these premium brands are
sponsoring this new project.
Once the coaches have introduced themselves, I am
chosen to be the first to try one of the four Highland
Stalkers. This is the first time I have had the pleasure of
shooting this model, so before taking a shot, I pick it up to
study the craftsmanship. The Grade 5 walnut stock is slim in
profile, with the pistol grip rounded at the base. The quality
of the hand-finished chequering is a delight to see and feel. I
recognise the Mauser 98 action, a joint venture with our
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friends in Germany for over a century, with the Rigby
three-stage safety catch laying across the rear shroud.
Moving forward, the medium--weight 22" barrel is
beautifully blued with a nitrided anti-corrosion finish. All
Highland Stalkers are made with the Rigby Express open
sights, with foldable leaves for 65, 150 and 250 yards, and
they have specially modified a Barton Gunworks moderator
to fit neatly on the barrel, even with the bold foresight.
Despite the age of this famous action, it is still a classic,
proven rifle action, no doubt tweaked for the aspiring Rigby
customer, but most importantly, how does it shoot?
I lie the rifle on a tall bean bag as support and gently pull
the 2.5lb single-stage trigger. It is superbly crisp with the
recoil pushing predictably to the rear with little flip from the
barrel. I really liked the slim, uncluttered furniture, allowing
me to grip with confidence. It was a delight, shooting a 1"
group, no doubt helped by the clarity of the Leica Magnus
2.4-16x56 scope, using the illuminated red dot reticule.
The 200m range offers two lanes, and I venture onto the
more punchy .30-06 calibre without a moderator, but it isn’t
too aggressive or uncomfortable. I think an average of 2"
groups at this range was achieved, which is respectable,
considering the barrel was rather hot from continuous use.
However, it was the Highland Stalker I really wanted to test
on the running boar target. At 40 yards, my trusty spotter
informs me that all my shots are around the neck area,
which are all perfect kills in the field, just demonstrating the
pointability of this classic rifle using the 1-6.3x24 Magnus
scope, which is ideal for moving game.
To complete the Rigby experience, I walk to the range
with the ‘big daddy’ held proudly under my arm: the PH
model of the .450 Rigby, pushing a Hornady Dangerous
Game 480g DGX at around 2400 fps! Boom!! Two shots with
this epic calibre is enough for me, as I then move on to the
.416 with 400g bullets. We test these rifles on a full-frontal
buffalo target at 40 yards with open sights. From experience,
open sights take a fair amount of practice to shoot
accurately, which is very important if you have an angry buff
running at you!
What more can I say? The West London Shooting School
mixes traditional ambience with progressive shooting
facilities for both rifles and shotguns. I found the coaches
highly professional, always happy to share their knowledge
and experiences and enjoyed the opportunity to test and
learn more about the Rigby Rifles and the Leica riflescopes,
binoculars and range finders – their partnership with this
renowned establishment demonstrates their commitment to
the future of shooting and hunting in the UK.
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The West London Shooting School has been
offering expert tuition and gunfitting for over a
century in beautiful surroundings 12 miles from
Marble Arch. With over 100 traps and stands in
superbly laid out grounds, the school teaches
every possible variation of game shooting to all
standards of shots, from beginners to experts.
Their distinctive style of shooting and tuition
owes much to the great Percy Stanbury, arguably
one of the finest shots who ever lived and who
taught at the school for more than 20 years.
Twice voted as ‘best shooting ground in the
country’, West London Shooting School prides itself
in offering tailored tuition to match individual
ability and to help develop your own style.
For further information about the school visit
www.shootingschool.co.uk or call 0208 845 1377

The school’s
excellent coaches
offer tuition to
beginners and
experts alike
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